


Hollywood DNC Financier
Director James Gunn Publicly
Posted Photos of Himself at a
Ped-Themed ‘To Catch a
Predator’ Party

It seems that disgraced Guardians of the Galaxy writer and
director James Gunn doesn’t just like to “joke” about pedophilia
— he also attends pedophilia themed parties.
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Featured on his website were photos of himself attending a “To
Catch a Predator” themed party — based on the show which
busted pedophiles who targeted children online.

I wish I never defended James
Gunn. pic.twitter.com/GdoG4daK8D
— Ian Miles Cheong (@stillgray) August 11, 2018

https://t.co/GdoG4daK8D
https://twitter.com/stillgray/status/1028130823080267777?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw


The images feature the former Disney director dressed up as a
priest surrounded by women dressed like young children.

Pedo themed costume party. Pedo jokes. Pedo themed
humor. Maybe I'm just fucking paranoid but that looks
like a pattern of behavior.
— Ian Miles Cheong (@stillgray) August 11, 2018

Gunn was fired by Disney after many disturbing “jokes” about
pedophilia were uncovered on his Twitter account. The company
is now reportedly in negotiations with him, and may give him his
job back, after actors from the GOTG franchise spoke out in his
defense.

“The offensive attitudes and statements discovered on James’
Twitter feed are indefensible and inconsistent with our studio’s
values, and we have severed our business relationship with him,”
Alan Horn, chairman of  Walt Disney Studios, said in a statement
at the time the tweets were uncovered.

 
According to reports that came out hours before these new
photos surfaced, Marvel is also lobbying Disney to take Gunn
back.

Tweets included “jokes” such as “‘Eagle Snatches Kid’ is what I call
it when I get lucky” and other obscene comments about
children.

https://twitter.com/stillgray/status/1028132798144557056?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/marvel-now-reportedly-trying-james-173100625.html
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